June 3, 2018

EMAC DATES!

Meeting Highlights
U Attending: Deb Hamlyn, Diane Wheeler,

Joni Decato, Kay Allcroft, Patty Counihan,
Tiffany Benevento, Jackie Dennis, Kate Hill,
and Nikki Ireland
U Treasurer’s

Report:

Bank

U

July 27-29: Skowhegan
Trial, Judge Lisa Lucas

U

Aug 25 (time TBD): EMAC
Meeting, Laura Hamer’s house

U

Sep 7-9: Bar Harbor Trial,
Judge Paul Stusalitus

U

Oct 5-7: Bar Harbor Trial,
Judge Jay Jones

U

Dec 1: Christmas Party/
Meeting, AllPro Sports,
Waterville

balance

$15,662.83.
U Equipment Committee: A new double and

triple jump was purchased in May. We still
need to purchase 2-3 more tables and
additional Easy-Ups.
U Trial Committee: Joni has downloaded the

new software from CPE; we’ll start using it in
July. We will need to talk to Skowhegan and
Hadley’s Point because there’s an extra
weekend in July 2020 and Labor Day falls on
the Sep 2020 trial weekend.
U Hospitality: We’re looking for a Hospitality

Coordinator to buy worker snacks and deliver
them to the trials. Contact Diane if you’re
interested.
U Volunteer Coordinator—Thanks to Kate

Hill for her time and hard work as Volunteer
Coordinator! Welcome to Deb Thomas and
Cheryl Anthony as the new Volunteer
Coordinators.
U Chief Course Builder— Chris Mink will be
Continued on page 9
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Meet our Fall Trial Judges
Paul Stusalitus—- September
EMAC News: How long have you been judging?
Paul: My first assignments were in 2007.

EMAC News: When did you first judge an
EMAC trial?

serpentines and straight tunnels.
EMAC News: What game do you enjoy
designing courses for the most? Which do you
enjoy judging the most?

Paul: February, 2008.

Paul: My agility career started in NADAC, so
it’s Jackpot. I love running it, judging it, and
designing it—especially the Traditional courses.

EMAC News: What do you like most (or are
looking forward to the most) about Maine?

EMAC News: Do you have a “most memorable
moment” from being an agility judge?

Paul: Seeing friends from New England that I
don’t see often. And my wife tells me Bar
Harbor is lovely.

Paul: There's no one moment. I love every CATCH or CATE. Even more, seeing a team that
may have been a hot mess the last time I saw
them now running fast and having fun. After all,
we do this for fun! Still I think my favorite was a
handler collapsing in the grass in a mixture of
shock, joy and exhaustion after her velcro dog
completed a jackpot from 25 ft away. She was so
happy!

EMAC News: It is! What do you enjoy most
about being an agility judge?
Paul: The people I meet, and sometimes being
able to help a competitor through a rough spot.
It's always nice when someone comes up to you
and says, “The last time you were here we talked
about ‘X’ or you had me do ‘Y’ and it helped so
much.”
EMAC News: And we competitors (and our
dogs!) appreciate benefiting from a Judge’s
experience so much. Do you have a “trademark”
element in your course designs or a favorite
obstacle/combo?
Paul: I asked a couple of competitors I see often.
Sadly, their answers weren't as snarky as I'd have
liked. They all played nice. I was told my courses
are fast, flowy (if that's a word) and challenging. I
also have an irrational love affair with

EMAC News: And now—most importantly—
tell us about your dogs!
Paul: I have two dogs now. A golden and a flat
coat. Suzy the flat coat is 3, and has a few issues
with attention span. The golden, Rosie is hard to
describe. She's an over caffeinated border collie
in a golden suit. She leaves spit all over the
course and firmly believes the contacts are some
dirty trick to slow her down. Words can't do her
justice.
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Jay Jones—- October
EMAC News: How long have you been judging
agility?
Jay: My first assignment as an apprentice was in
November of 2010, so eight years so far and
counting though it seems like it has been longer.
EMAC News: When did you first judge an
EMAC trial?
Jay: My first EMAC trial was the Skowhegan trial
in July 2013. Mark Giles and I were the judges
and part of the entertainment, there are pictures
floating around. ☺

EMAC News: What do you like most (or are
looking forward to the most) about judging in
Maine?
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agility family.
EMAC News: Do you have a “trademark”
element in your course designs or a favorite
obstacle/combo?
Jay: I don’t think I have a trademark that carries
over all the time but I tend to find I get stuck on
certain challenges for a while and then I move on
to a different one. I do however love the panel
jump. I think the panel can create a lot of
different types of challenges depending on the
placement in each course.
EMAC News: What game do you enjoy
designing courses for the most? Which do you
enjoy judging the most?

Jay: The Bar Harbor trial brings uniqueness to
an agility trial, being at an actual campground. It’s
great because you get agility, camping, bonfires,
and socialization. Outside of the trial itself
though, my wife and I love being able to hike with
the dogs through Acadia, especially over Cadillac
Mt. And of course we also really enjoy all the
lobster especially at Stewman’s in downtown Bar
Harbor because of how dog friendly they are.

Jay: That’s a tough question. I think overall I
enjoy designing Snooker the most probably
because it is my favorite game but I enjoy
designing Standard also because I can put more
challenges in it. I always enjoy judging my
Jumpers courses. Most of the time competitors
think my jumpers courses are ugly on paper, look
better on the field but almost always run better
than they expected. It makes it fun to see how
they all handle the speed mixed with the
challenges.

EMAC News: What do you enjoy most about
being an agility judge?

EMAC News: Do you have a “most memorable
moment” from being an agility judge?

Jay: The friends that you meet from all over the
country. Getting to go to the same places over
and over you get to see how people and their
dogs progress in and out of agility. You get to
know some of the handlers and the dogs on a
more personal level and they become part of your

Jay: I have had a few competitors tell me how I
was their first judge and I either gave them some
advice, suggestion, or compliment that has stuck
with them and made that lasting impression. It
feels good to know that you can help someone
Continued on page 4
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new to the sport or to
dogs in general get
thru an issue or
become
more
comfortable. Those
first trials are the
hardest for newbies
and anything we can do
to help as Judges and
fellow competitors are
the things that last and
make people want to
keep coming back and
continuing in the
sport.

Callie Justin Lightning Smudge
Heart

Nocona

Don’t Forget! EMAC Trials are B.Y.O.B.
Bring Your Own (water) Bottle!

In an effort to “go green” and use less plastic
(and to make less work dealing with the empties),
EMAC no longer provides bottled water at trials.
We DO provide a cooler of cold water, though, and cups, OR
(better) you can just fill up your own bottle(s)!

We also will NOT have a food vendor this year!
It has become increasingly difficult to find a food vendor that will meet everyone’s needs
and is willing to work our relatively small venue. We have therefore decided to try NOT
having a hot food vendor for the remaining trials this year. We’ll re-evaluate for next year.
There will still be snacks (free to Volunteers and for purchase by others), and of course the
potluck! But please plan to bring your own food otherwise.
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The View From MY Side of The Ring

Lately you Humans have been talking a lot about
Qs and CATCHes (I gather there have been some recent rule
changes). But let’s be clear—we Dogs were NOT consulted about any
of this! And we have our own ideas about what should be ribbon-worthy.
So with no further ado, please consider the following as Rewardable Ring
Achievements (and by that I mean TREATable):
U Zoomie Fever. When a Dog runs all around the Ring, never touching a
single obstacle until the buzzer sounds.
U My Course Is Better Than Your Course. A variant on “Zoomie
Fever” in which a Dog takes every single obstacle except the one they
are supposed to.
U Spin, Baby, Spin. Dogs who circle incessantly circle—ala Tasmanian
Devil—in front of their Handler throughout the Run.
U Love Me. Spending your entire Run Time making sweet with the Ring
Crew and Judge.
U You Crack Me Up! Dogs who make everyone, including (especially!)
the Judge laugh at their Ring Antics (this is quite difficult as Humans
sense of humor is not as well developed as Dogs’).
Noah barks more on page 6...
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Noah continues to bark from page 5...

I Am A Statue (a.k.a. “Are You Talking to Me???” or “You Want
Me To Do WHAT???”). Freezing at the start of (or during) a run,
driving the Human Handler to great frustration, then finally starting to
move in just enough time to get a Q.
U King of the World (a.k.a. I Can See Our House From Up Here). A
special case of “I Am A Statue” that involves pausing on top of a tall
contact, usually the A-Frame, to admire the view while still
completing the course in time.
U I’m Louder Than You. Drowning out your Handler’s commands with
constant barking (to qualify, the barking must be about Philosophy,
Politics, the Origin of the Universe, or Latin Verb Conjugation).
U Cone-Kicking. This is achieved when the Dog kicks over every single
cone on the course
U Bar-Ticking. When a Dog audibly “ticks” each jump bar with their
toenails while NOT dropping any.
U I Gotta GO! I won’t dwell on this as Potty Talk bothers some
Humans—but do you think it’s EASY timing that to the brief 30 to
60 seconds we have in the Ring?
There you have it! Plenty of ribbon-worthy achievements we Dogs do all
the time. So let the Rules be Amended and we’ll be looking forward to
those Treats (bacon, hot dog bits, and liver are all equally acceptable)!
U
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I wasn’t all that crazy about my last Crossword Puzzle. Too many
words had nothing to do with dogs! (WHO LEFT THE DOGS
OUT?!? Hey, that would be a great name for a song). So with
this puzzle, the DOGS are BACK! I hope you know your AKC
breeds because there are a few of them in here. For answers/names
that are multiple words, leave out the spaces (“CopperiswaysmarterthanNoah”)
and omit hyphens. And GOOGLE is NOT cheating, it’s being resourceful. ENJOY!
ACROSS
3. Peerless duck dog of the midAtlantic
11. Skowhegan location
16. Obedience-based dog sport
17. Judge’s hands = “T”
19. Oops—I used this twice.
CP”E”
21. Collar jinglers
24. Often waved by your
handler
25. Best way to get a dog
26. Criticize excessively (some
humans do this)
27. Waiting in the ring = on the
____
28. One hand open
29. Up, up, up!
32. Makes the course slick
33. EMAC bucks & baskets
34. Gamble game
35. Snout end
39. E”M”AC
40. Helpful to be this for winter
trial
41. Volunteer who moves a lot
44. A breed that is both silly and

courageous and a great
guardian for families with kids
45. Usually not as bad as the
bark
48. Volunteer jump mechanic
49. The BEST meat-treat
50. Very popular agility cattleherding dog from down under
53. Commonly thought of as a
sled dog
55. Dunkin’ things (but spelled
right!)
56. Participating in a Trial
58. Relating to or resembling a
Dog
59. Lush-coated, black-faced,
gentle giant of German origin
61. Highest Snooker flag(th)
62. When to arrive for Morning
Briefing
63. EM”A”C
65. Rotate rapidly
66. Walk politely on your
Handler’s left side
67. Vet
68. Snout appendages
71. At the Ring entrance

72. What fleas cause
75. Snoopy
77. What EMAC hosts
78. Munch
80. Each Trail has several
hundred of these
82. One who pilot’s a course
84. Stop competing (you now
get a special award for this!)
85. An ancient, small but tough
Japanese breed
86. Good sleeping place for a
dog
89. Black-coated, dark-eyed, 5070 lb herding dog with
“exceedingly proud carriage of
the head and neck”
90. Immediately follows a jump
92. Of the nose
95. A small dog with a white,
plush, velvety hypoallergenic
coat and rounded head hair
97. Tallest AKC breed, once a
fearless big-game hunter but
patient with kids
98. A line in the fur
101. ____ Board
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102. Dog feet
105. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, C
108. Formal workshop
109. Temporal volunteer
110. EMA”C”
112. Improper way to take a
jump
113. Tri-colored coonhound
nicknamed, “The People’s
Choice”
114. Don’t forget to do this to
the A-Frame going from 12 to
16 inches
116. Teeter major fault move
118. Winter trial time
119. Too much dentition
121. Judge’s distancemeasuring device
124. What gets sent to the Trial
Secretary
125. Bus/racing breed
126. Thick-set, low-slung, wellmuscled bruiser with a sourmug
face
127. Please don’t do this at your
dog, especially in the Ring
128. Direct your dog out
130. Inviting your dog to take
an obstacle
131. Aggressive dog stare
131. Flagged game
133. Usually 5 seconds less
DOWN
1. Jackpot with distance gamble
2. Happens when you run on
wet grass
3. Four-paw safety rule counts
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on these
4.The other agility club
5. Hungary’s majestic guardian
of flocks and companion of
kings
6. Useful for a hamburger or
hot dog
7. CP”E”
8. Agility action area
9. Come into the ring
10. A sweet-faced , lovable bird
dog of great energy, stamina,
and brains
12. Second part of Jackpot
13. Jump command
14. Lost fish (okay, not strictly a
dog word); also Nautilus captain
15. Number course needing 2X
Qs
18. Dogs never lose this in the
ring but their handlers often do
20.Type of Bernard
22. In Dog Religion, not having
good treats is a _____
23. This sleek, no-frills,
energetic, super-intelligent
European dog was first used to
catch rats
24. Loyal, curious, and famously
amusing, this almost-human toy
dog is fearless out of all
proportion to its size
30. A dog’s front hand
31. Next numbered flag you
won’t see in Snooker
36. Tight, curly-furred dog bred
to be a fisherman’s helper
37. Robust spitz type known for
lush, silver-gray coat; sailed

with the Vikings
38. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or C
42. How you move through the
weaves
43. Walking politely on
handler’s left side
44. Dog vocalization
45. Descendant of the
“molloser” dog family and the
foundation of today’s mastifftype breeds; from South Africa
46. Not out
47. Unless you’ve been to
Jurassic Park , you’ve never
seen anything like this 150pound breed with its
astounding head and profuse
wrinkles , folds, and pouty lips!
51. Contrary to its name, most
dogs actually run across this
contact
52. Fireman’s dog
53. What a dog does with
livestock
54. 25-35 pound Viking Dog of
ancient legend; a lively herder
built low-to-the-ground
55. To rapidly consume
57. Fall Trial location
60. Smell
64. Multiple-jump obstacle
69. “E”MAC
70. Dalmatian markings
71. Chewing on a bone
73. Flapping human
appendages
74. Densely-coated, shaggybrowed hunting dog of Italian
lineage
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76. Merry and frolicsome with
big, dark, dreamy eyes and
long, lush ears; a 14-15 inch
sporting dog
79. What the tail did
80. A compact, tough, smoothcoated exterminator coined by
Teddy Roosevelt
81. C
83. Me!
87. Once the mainstay of British
hunts, should be “on the tip-toe
of expectation at the slightest
provocation”
88. Skowhegan Ring medium
89. Oscar Meyer has a way
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with…
91. A jaunty, lively little English
sporting dog with dark, almondshaped eyes and V-shaped ears
93. Retired circular obstacle
94. Dairy treat stick
95. To __ or not to __
96. Next in line to run
99. A lithe, leggy visitor from
the dawn of civilization bred as
a rabbit courser on the rocky
shores of Spain’s Balearic
Islands
100. Two arms crossed
101. Raffle item
103. Belgium’s “little captain,” a

EMAC June Meeting, continued from page 1

the Chief Course Builder for July. We’re
looking for a Chief Course Builder for Sep
and Oct of 2018. We’ll revisit this for 2019.
U Website—The new website has launched at

www.emacdogsports.com.
U Ribbons for Retiring Dogs—Cheryl has

sponsored a retirement run award; let her
know before a trial if your dog will be
making its retirement run.
U T-Shirts—Tiffany has a design in mind. We

hope to take pre-orders at the July trial with
delivery in Sep.
U December meeting/Christmas Party

will be similar to last year (AllPro Sports,
Dec. 1; food by Holy Canoli).
U Calendars—we’d like to do these again but

don’t want to order too many so we’ll have a

traditional barge dog of the Low
Countries
104. Big, boisterous, webfooted dog bred to hunt
mustelids
106. Arboreal rodent
107. Big Ribbon award
111. Game without contacts
115. Best when full
117. Pre-requisite for Veteran
120. Dog kissing appendage
122. The Ring Master
123. What every dog should
always be
129. Three letters, well DUH!

sign-up at the July trial ribbon table.
U Trial

Food—we have not heard any
feedback yet about not having a food vendor
to provide breakfast and lunch at trials. Please
let us know your thoughts/ideas!

U Taxes/Lawyers—we’ll be looking for a

different accountant for next year because
Back River Accounting was not being
responsive. Rodney Lake is no longer with
the law firm EMAC uses.
U New Chiropracter at Veazie Vet may

attend our Aug EMAC meeting.
U Fun Runs—both Merrie Bettler and Laura

Hamer have offered to host Fun Runs, dates/
times TBD.
U Feb 2019 Trial—will be at Happy Tails in

Portland (AllPro Sports was getting too
expensive).

EMAC News
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EMAC Members
U Allcroft, Kay—Orrington, ME

U Hupper, Bob & Dawn—Madison, ME

U Anderson, Heidi—Owls Head, ME

U Hutchinson, Kristie—Readfield, ME

U Anthony, Cheryl—Benton, ME

U Ireland, Nicole—Bradford, ME

U Bedard, Terry—Dixmont, ME

U Leeman, Kathy—Round Pond, ME

U Benevento, Tiffany—Pittsfield, ME

U LeGendre, Robert—Warren, ME

U Bennett, Phil & Linda

U McAvoy, Becky—Prospect, ME

U Bentley, William & Barbara—Hope, ME

U McCabe, Alda—Waterford, ME

U Bettler, Merrie

U MacEwan, Diane—Sumner, ME

U Buhl, Megan—Brewer, ME

U Minkiewicz, Christianna—Salem, MA

U Cassista, Donna—Winthrop, ME

U Morey, Irene—Stonington, ME

U Clark, Lori—Etna, ME

U Mushero, Patty—Oakland, ME

U Compagna, Val—Standish, ME

U Mulcahey, Jamie—Etna, ME

U Conrath, Misty & Katnik, Don—Hampden

U Nardi, Gene—Winterport, ME

U Counihan, Patty & Jim—Veazie, ME

U Nason, Kelly—Lincoln, ME

U Constantine,
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

U
U
U
U
U
U

Abby,

Tina,

&

Mike—

Windham, ME
Crabtree, Richard & Elizabeth—Hope, ME
Decato, Joni—Hampden, ME
Dennis, Jackie W.—Farmington, ME
Devereaux, Lynda & Alyson—Bangor, ME
Dietrich, Sherry—Pownal, ME
Doughty, Barb—Brunwick, ME
Ernst, Laura Cape—Elizabeth, ME
Flanagan, Trisha—Winthrop, MA
Folsom, Melanie
Gilbert, Sharon—Camden, ME
Green, Ann Marie—Burnham, ME
Hamer, Laura—Prospect, ME
Hamlyn, Bob & Deb—Newcastle, ME
Herman, Judith—Gardiner, ME
Hill, Kate—Oakland, ME
Hoffman, Kris—Old Town, ME

U Peterlein, Catie—New Gloucester, ME
U Peterson, Chris & Bob—Sebec, ME
U Philbrook, Joyce—Palmyra, ME
U Schumann, Sandy—Pownal, ME
U Shelmerdine, Cynthia—Brunswick, ME
U Stahre, Brigitte—Franklin, ME
U Thomas, Deborah—Knox, ME
U Turcotte, Sue—Lisbon, ME
U Wheeler, Diane & Russ—Winslow, ME
U Wilcox, Suzanne—Woolwich, ME
U Williams, Lloyd
U Young, Cindee & Bob—Chamberlain, ME

If you’re name is not on this list and you think it
should be, please contact Deb Hamlyn about
your EMAC membership!

Eastern Maine Agility Club, Inc
Membership and Renewal Form
*** PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ***
Renewal
NEW
Name(s):__________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address:___________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________ Email:______________________________________
Membership Type (check one):
 Regular ($25) - has attended two or more meetings in a year
 Household ($30) - two or more members in the same household
 Associate ($25) - has NOT attended at least two meetings in a year
 Junior ($15) - under 18 years of age

Sponsors (for new members only; must be members in good standing with the club)
Sponsor 1:_____________________________Sponsor 2:___________________________
Dog(s) Information: please fill out below for each of your dogs. Under Training, list the type of
training (Agility, Obedience, etc.) and levels, if it applies. Agility Levels: B for beginner (little to no
training), R for recreational (has had some training and doing it for fun), and C for competing.
Dog’s Name

Breed

Age

Training

.

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
If more room is needed, use the back of the form
Do you want this information published in the newsletter? Yes_____

No_____

Newsletter Delivery Preference: Regular Mail_____ Email______
Please mail completed form with a check made out to EMAC to: EMAC Secretary, Deb Hamlyn, 131
Hassan Ave., Newcastle, ME 04553
Signature:_____________________________________________________ Date:___________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian of Junior:_______________________________Date:________________

